14 July 2009

Company Announcement
Patent Update

The Board has completed a review of the intellectual property held by Solagran Limited and are very pleased to announce the results.

Solagran Intellectual property totals twenty two Patent Applications, five of these are Patent Cooperation Treaty's (PCT), an international patent law treaty.

One of these Patents relates to Solagran’s main extraction technology, it is a (PCT) and covers seven countries Russia, Indonesia, Germany, Canada, USA, Latvia and Australia.

Solagran has undertaken a substantial patent application program. To expedite this process and for reasons of economy applications are always made initially in the names of Dr Vagif Soultanov (Executive Chairman of Solagran) and Professor Victor Roschin (Scientific Director for Solagran in Russia) and are subsequently transferred to Solagran under an operating agreement. All patents applied for to date have been granted.

Solagran has conducted extensive trials and having secured its intellectual property and established its position as the world leader in the field of forest biochemistry and biotechnology can now publish information on its technology and medical applications in International Scientific Peer Review magazines.

Solagran has enough information for additional patent applications and our work is ongoing.

A list of website addresses to access patent information is below.


Detached registries for patents are presented in mentioned above section (http://www.fips.ru/cdfi/reestr_rupat.htm), as well as for applied applications.


Under this section, «Informational resources» and further «On-line Registers» you need to enter patent No. to obtain information for an invention.
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